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The Marl<et Remains Sol id, 
but without World-Record Prices 

ByTom Shaw 

I
t has become a Janu
ary tradition to attend 
or tune in to the Super 
Bowl of musclecar 

sales-the big auctions in 
Phoenix-and watch the big 
dogs drop the big bids on 
top iron. It's a great place to 
buy a turnkey restoration 
after letting someone else go 
through the grueling ordeal 
of restoring the car. There are 
always some eyebrow-raising 
headlines made, as well as 
some bargains to be had. 

Musclecar owners have 
a personal stake in the auc
tions' outcome. Besides being 
great entertainment, the big 
auctions' prices have a direct 
effect on the value of the 
musclecar(s) in their garage. 
People used to quote prices 
they saw in Hemmings Motor 
News to establish fair market 
value, and while they still do, 
now they also refer to Barrett
Jackson or one of the other 
high-profile auctions. 

Others point out that 
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auction prices are a market 
unto themselves, as high
roller buyers, buoyed by 
TV cameras, ego and the 
adrenaline of the moment, 
spend money far beyond a 
"real world" price elsewhere 
in the country. 

Either way, the auctions 
are big news, and sooner 
or later "real world" prices 
always seem to catch up, 
so the auctions definitely 
bear watching-not only for 
prices, but also for trends. 

Each year brings some 
surprises. In recent years, the 
Hemis emerged as musclecar 
royalty, then the vintage con
cept cars got hot. This year 
brought some changes, too. 

We spent some time go
ing over this year's auction 
results and talking to the 
leaders of the auctions to get 
their perspective on the lat
est movements in the market. 
So you, MCR readers, get the 
best, most complete recap 
anywhere. 

Clouds have been building on the eco
nomic front, as falling real estate values 
have curbed the amount of equity that 
many buyers used as operating capital. 
For most enthusiasts, collector cars 
are bought with discretionary income. 
In lean times, luxury spending is one of 
the first places to economize. Jitters in 
the stock market and the dollar's falling 
value against the Euro and other major 
currencies also sent signals that this 
might not be the year to buy a big-ticket 
collector car. 

Barrett-Jackson, the biggest and most-

Hemi 'Cudas didn't break any world 
records this year, but they are still in 
high demand. This BS Blue coupe, sold 
originally in the Florida panhandle, was 
"found" In 1989 missing its original 
engine and trans, and was treated to a 
high-end restoration. It crossed the Russo 
and Steele block bringing $396,000. 

2008: A Down Year? 
watched of the Arizona collector car 
auctions, reported total sales well short 
of last year's. Some writers have looked 
only at the totals and drawn their conclu
sions without further research. The fact is 
that the people running Barrett-Jackson 
made some adjustments to their sale
changes that they knew would affect 
the bottom line based on feedback from 
previous sales. 

"We intentionally didn't run as many 
cars on Saturday because we had the 
charity cars, and we listened to our con
signors, who wanted us to spend more 
time on the big cars on Saturday," Craig 
Jackson, Barrett-Jackson's chairman and 
CEO, told us. "We diverted at least 40 big 
cars to Vegas already. We intentionally 
gave ourselves a haircut on the number of 
cars and on the high-dollar cars on Satur
day. They're selling them at no reserve
they deserve the time on the block." 

But looking at the big picture, the 

headline sales. 

2008 sales total of $88 million was 
still the third highest in Barrett-Jackson 
history. 

Elsewhere, RM was up about 10 percent, 
while Silver was up almost 50 percent and 
newcomer Gooding reported very impres
sive first-year sales of $21 million. 

Does this sound like a down year? 
Some of last year's big headline sales have 
definitely cooled. Look at Boss 429s: one 
brought $489,000 and another broke 
through the $600,000 level at 
Barrett-Jackson last year amid great 
fanfare. This year, the big Boss cars 
were "back down" to about half of that 
price, selling for $325,000, $300,000 
and $245,000. Hemi cars and other blue 
chips have also had proportional cor
rections, but overall, it would be hard to 
call 2008, with so many advances in the 
face of economic struggles elsewhere, a 
down year. For quality collector cars, the 
market continues to be very solid. 

Mopars are said to be down, 
but this 440/four-barreV 
Torqueflite Superblrd brought 
$200,000-the highest price 
of the four Superblrds crossing 
the block at Barrett-Jackson 
this year-even with the base 
engine. It came with full paper 
(build sheet, window sticker 
and original title) and a 
replacement nose from Petty 
Enterprises. The original was 
damaged in 1971 while the 
original owner was playing 
hooky from school and cruising 
in the 'Bird. The local dealer 
couldn't get a new nose, but 
Petty hooked him up. The 
ticket from the accident was 
also included with the car. 
Pedigree and paperwork are 
critical to a top price. 

$1.6 million. Barrett-Jackson is the 
800-pound gorilla of South
west auctions. In terms of 
numbers of cars sold, dollars 
exchanged, attendance, 
exposure and influence, 
Barrett-Jackson is the biggie. 

Overall sales were down from 
2007's $112 million to $88 
million, but that is still more 
than triple the next closest 
competitor. Even in a year 
where some car values were 
retreating, there were still big 

Top dollar was paid for a 
one-of-a-kind '63 Corvette 
with a gorgeous Italian 
Pininfarina body built for 
that year's Paris auto show. 
Its winning bid was a cool 

Fords were back strong 
again this year, flexing their 
muscles with four primo 
musclecars at $600,000 
or more: Carroll Shelby's 
personal '69 GTSOO led the 
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way at $675,000; another 
Shelby creation, a '67 427 
Cobra, brought $625,000, 
Ford's '63 T-Bird-based 
ltalien concept car sold for 
$600,000 and another '67 
Cobra was bid to $600,000. 

"The supply and demand 
goes in kind of a flow," Craig 
Jackson told us. "Right now, 
Fords are hot because the 
Chevys and the Mopars took 
such a hard, hard run. It was 
bound to level off; it's supply 
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and demand. We set a world 
record with the Cyclone GT 
[$135,000] and set another 
with a Torino." 

Celebrity tie-in cars were 
strong, too. A '69 Camara 
built by Richard Childress 

Racing and decked out in 
Dale Earnhardt No. 3 trim 
brought $57,000. TV cars 
did well, too. A Batmobile 
re-creation was bid to 
$185,000, the Monkee 
mobile from the '60s TV show 

fetched $360,000 and John Schneider's 
personal Dukes of Hazzard Charger sold 
for $450,000. 

This year, Barrett-Jackson made an 
effort to include more affordable cars, 
listing 110 cars aimed at buyers who 
were not major collectors. 

"We intentionally put entry-level cars 
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and part of 
Thursday," said Jackson, noting that 40 
percent of the bidders were first-timers. 
"Small fish become large fish." 

The new bidders' tastes were as 
varied as the cars themselves. New 
bidders were going for rods, restomods, 
musclecars and sports cars, too. 

Reaching out to more grassroots 
buyers seemed to draw bigger crowds. 
One area of big growth was the gate. 
The week of the auction is something 
of a festival, for which Barrett-Jackson 
charges admission. The auction and 
its many related activities are known 
as a luxury lifestyle event featuring 
live bands, art and fashion, jewelry and 
gourmet food. So, even if you were not 
intending to buy a car, you could still go 
and have a great time. B-J set a record 
this year, reporting 280,000 in atten
dance. The Barrett-Jackson Web site 
was also swamped, with more than 100 
million hits. Internet buyers increased 
more than 40 percent, and they rung 
up just short of $2.5 million in sales
double that of last year. 

At Scottsdale '08, 1,163 collector 
vehicles crossed the block. That number 
was down by more than 100 from last 
year, but even so, there were breakout 
segments of the hobby that experienced 
major growth. 

Automobilia was one, with total sales 
shooting up 47 percent over last year's 
total. At the end, sales of gas pumps, 
old gas station equipment, neon signs, 
showroom displays and the like had 
garnered $851,000. 

Charitable donations also set a 
record, as Detroit's Big Three donated 
modern marquee musclecars for no
reserve sales: The first production '08 
Challenger brought $400,000; the first 
'08 Shelby GTSOOKR available for sale 
raised $550,000; and Chevrolet's "first 
retailable" '09 ZRl Corvette sold for 
$1,000,000. 

For buyers who preferred the simplic
ity of a fixed-price sale, the Barrett-Jack-

Boss 429s did not hit the heights of last 
year. This superb '69 Candyapple 
red car had 19,980 original miles on its 
original numbers-matching drivetraln 
and was even a former cover car for this 
magazine. The beautiful Mustang hybrid 
sold for $325,000. 
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son Showroom Pavilion, where 
cars were sold at set prices, enjoyed 
success, selling 34 cars for a gross total 
of $1,879,157. 

Some financial writers have concluded 
that the bubble has burst for Detroit 
musclecars and that the market is in the 
tank. Craig Jackson does not share the 
pessimism. Commenting on the market 
overall, he told us, "I think it's good. Our 
bidders were up as far as their lines of 
credit by 25 percent this year-each guy 
had 25 percent more money to spend 
this year than last year. Forty percent of 
the bidders were first-timers-that's very 
healthy. Musclecars are the classics of 
this generation." 

Newly Hot: Ford big-blocks, Tri-Five 
Chevys, Corvette exotics, automobilia 
Staying Hot: Shelbys, musclecars with 
pedigrees 
Cooling Off: The Mopar world 
Great Buy Now: Lesser-horsepower 
cars: 340, 383 Mopars; 350 Chevrolets; 
289,351 Mustangs 

The fourth-highest price at Barrett
Jackson '08 was paid for this 
stunning '69 Shelby GTS00 convertible, 
which was hammered sold at $675,000. 
Shelbys are the gold standard among 
musclecars and tend to float above the 
normal marketplace ups and downs. 
This one has special provenance, too, 
having been one of Carroll Shelby's 
personal cars. 

Limited Edition Art Prints 

"Sweeet" 
181 /2" x 26" on 22" x 28" acid free stock 

limited Edition 950 $90.00 
Artist Proof $110.00 
[Plus $12.00 shipping U.S.I 
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$85.00 
Artist Proof $100.00 
!Plus $12 .00 shipping U.S.J 18" x 24' on 22" x 28" acid free stock 

Automotive art collectors world wide recognize the name and style of David Snyder. David is known 
for historical accuracy in the portrayal of an era post depicted in each print. This is your opportunity 
Jo start a collection, or odd to the Snyder prints you already have. 

Ohio residents please odd County soles tax. 

CarArt, 1755 Cottontail Drive, Milford, Ohio 45150 ~ 
Phone 513 • 722 • 9608 Fax 513 • 722 • 9698 ~ 

9 a.m. • 9 p.m. Eastern Time 
For available originals and our whole portfolio of prints please visit our website: 

www.davidsnydercarart.com 
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Named for the traditional 
red of Italian sports cars 
and the steel of Detroit mus
clecars, Russo and Steele 
purposely takes a differ-
ent approach to its events, 
limiting its sale to no more 
than 500 cars and allowing 
only registered bidders and 
their guests into the auction 
room. Russo and Steele, held 
a stone's throw from the 
Barrett-Jackson tents, has 
earned a reputation for 
a high-quality event with 
superb cars that goes out 
of its way to cater to the 
bidders. 

"One of the biggest things 
that we try to do is to main
tain that real close-knit 
camaraderie among enthusi
asts," said Russo and Steele's 
founder and president, Drew 
Alcazar. "One of the reasons 
Josephine and I did the event 
was to create the event we 
wanted to go to ourselves." 

This year, Russo and Steele 
announced plans to move to 
an all-reserve format in 2009, 
believing that no-reserve 
sales invite false bidding 
and other hanky-panky. 
Sell-through percentage for 
its '08 "Sports and Muscle" 
auction was 61 percent, and 
total sales topped $19.8 
million. 

As with Barrett-Jackson, 
Russo and Steele's top car 
this year was also a Corvette: 
a particularly fine '69 L88-
blue with black interior, side 
pipes and the vicious 427. 

"It was a Duntov Award car," 
noted Alcazar, a stickler for 
quality. It also had its original 
tank sticker. Exotic rarities, the 
race-bred, barely streetable 
L88s have been kicking butt 
at the Pure Stock Drags for 
several years now. This coupe 
version sold for $412,500. 

The next-highest price 
came from a '71 Hemi 'Cuda 
coupe, BS Blue, loaded with 
options, but not with its origi
nal 426 Hemi or transmission. 
This car was briefly owned by 
this writer, who discovered 
it for sale during a noontime 
haircut. It has since picked up 
the nickname the "haircut" 
car._ It brought $396,000. 

Not far behind in price 
was a sweet Hugger Orange 
'69 Yenko Chevelle, packing 
the 450hp 427. It brought 
$341,000. That makes Russo 
and Steele's top three sellers 
vintage musclecars. 

Alcazar emphasized that 
to bring top dollar, cars have 
to be not only original or cor
rectly restored, but they need 
to have passed muster with 
respected authorities in the 
hobby. Once they've been 
inspected and OK'd by those 
who know a good car from a 
great car, who have a nose for 
sniffing out problems, they are 
ready to rise to the heights. 

"The kinds of cars that the 
hobby has acknowledged are 
the creme-de-la-creme-
no-stories, no-issues cars 
and are the original numbers
matching cars. Those did 
very well in Scottsdale. I 
think the numbers we posted 
on a number of them bear 
that out-over $400,000 on 
the L88 coupe, just shy of 
$400,000 on the Hemi 'Cuda, 
just shy of $350,000 on the 
Yenko. The other '70 Hemi 
'Cuda we sold for $280,000 
and that's probably pretty 
market-relevant on that car. 
A '70 Hemi 'Cuda somewhere 
in the $225-275 range is kind 
of where they land. We did a 
little bit better than that on 
the black car that we sold I 
think because of the color 
combination. It was a black/ 
black four-speed car, so they 
got a bit of a premium on that. 
The real, well-known, original 
numbers-matching, top-shelf 
restorations did well." 

Alcazar didn't see any cars 
making a big breakout move 
this year, but noted that the 
premium '50s cars, including 
the early Power Pack, multi
carb and first-gen big-blocks, 
are heating up. 

Newly Hot: Vintage 
competition cars with history 
Staying Hot: Quality, origi
nal numbers-matching, 
pedigreed musclecars 
Cooling Off: Non-blue 
chips-Mercury, Olds, Buick 
Great Buy Now: 
Sunbeam Tiger 
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Shelbys like this '67 GTSOO are heavy hitters, and big-blocks 
command a premium. While this example was a no-sale at 
$185,000, another '67 GTSOO-a Lime Gold coupe-sold for 
$127,600. On the other end of the spectrum, a '67 GTSOO sold 
for $242,000. 

Russo and Steele's Drew Alcazar names vintage race cars with 
verifiable histories as a hot market. This '66 Shelby GT350 
vintage racer was a no-sale at $165,000. 

or 

□ 

The Choice of the True Hobbyist. 
At American Hobbyist Insurance Agency, we're looking for "true hobbyists" 
such as the classic sport performance and muscle car enthusiasts who'll 
choose a VB Cobra over the venomous kind every time. 

With agreed value coverage designed especially for collectors and the 
performance-obsessed (you know who you are), we provide unsurpassed 
service with rates that are surprisingly affordable. 

For an instant quote, contact us at (866) 540-2336, or visit us at 
www.AmericanHobbyist.com. 

Program available in all states except AK, HI, KY, MA, OK 6 VA. Available in CA lo Auto Club members only. 
Agreed value not available in TX. Underwritten by American Reliable Insurance Company. In TX, underwritten 
by State and County Mutual Insurance Company. CA Llc •0B92730 Ad code I MCR-CRBI 

If the car matters, the insurance matters.™ 

(866) 540-2336 • www.AmericanHobbyist.com 
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RM is a veteran auc-
tion house and has a big 
Scottsdale sale, but its big 
musclecar event happens in 
February in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. Of the musclecars 
that sold in Scottsdale, a 
very early '63 Cobra that 
was a factory competition 
car and the first competition 
Cobra sold to the public led 
the way at $1,732,500. It had 
twin Carter carbs and was 
carefully restored to preserve 
traces of its racing past. 
Cobras seem to be unaffected 
by the normal ups and downs 
of the market. 

A Shelby novelty was sold 
this year-a '66 Ford 
Super Duty flatbed transport
er truck, used by Team Shelby 
to haul its legendary race 
cars. Very original, it fetched 
a solid $66,000-roughly 
$20,000 more than the '70 
429 Cobra sold at the same 
event. Wow. 

Still going strong are the 
Tri-Five Chevys. RM sold a '57 
Bel Air fuelie convertible for 
$126,500. Another mid-'SOs 
dreamboat bringing strong 
money was a '57 Bonneville 
convertible with the 31Shp 
347V-8. The loaded Bon
ney was hammered sold at 

$242,000. These two cars are 
examples of the strength of 
·sos exotics. 

RM Auctions' Donnie Gould 
also observed that bidders 
are not rushing to buy just 
anything. They are becoming 
more selective. 

"People are getting smart
er about how they spend 
their money," said Gould. 
"They're researching their 
cars more and finding out if a 
car has real-not made up
paperwork. Any car that has 
a question about its past is 
going to suffer." 

Cars that can be docu
mented have a leg up on those 
with no verifiable paper trail. 
"GTOs are great because you 
can document them through 
Pontiac Historic Services [www. 
phs-online.com], Fords have the 
Marti Reports [www.martiauto. 
com] and GM of Canada can 
document its cars." 

Newly Hot: '50s exotics 
Staying Hot: Cobras, Shelbys 
Cooling Off: Created cars 
that can't be authenticated 
or may have questionable 
history 
Great Buy Now: GNX Buicks, 
anything with factory original 
paperwork 
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A nearly flawless example of old-school muscle, this Jewel 
Blue '61 Impala packed a 348 big-block rated at 250 hp and a 
Powerglide transmission. Though loaded with just about every 
option known to man-power steering, brakes, windows, air 
conditioning, remote trunk release, electric headlight dimmer 
and wipers-and an extensive list of major trophies, its final 
sale price of $66,000 fell short of its preauction estimate of 
between $75,000 and $100,000. There are always bargains 
for the careful shopper. 

A striking example of a pinnacle Ford musclecar, this '70 Cobra 
had all the good stuff: 429 SCJ/Ram Air, Shaker hoodscoop, 
four-speed with factory Hurst shifter, 4.30 Detroit Locker axle, 
Grabber Yellow paint and optional 15x7 Magnum 500 wheels. 
RH estimated it would fetch $60,000 to $80,000. 
Instead, it was hammered sold for $46,750-another example 
of a primo car picked up for well under the expected price. 
For the patient buyer, even a market in correction has an 
important upside. 
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Don't bother complain-
ing about a down market to 
Mitch Silver. "We had a fan
tastic auction," Silver told us. 

Silver's Scottsdale auction 
was up almost 50 percent 
over 2007. Maybe that's 
because Silver offers many 
affordable cars. Among his 
consignments were a '64 
Olds 4-4-2 that sold for 
$29,000, a '67 Buick GS 
400 that sold for $18,500, 
a '67 Charger that brought 
$17,500, a '69 Firebird 
convertible that changed 
hands for $22,000 and 
another '69 Firebird-this one 
a 400 coupe-that sold for 
$20,000. 

If the Silver auction sounds 
like where the average guy 
might actually have a chance 
of buying something, you're 
right, and it's not by chance. 

"We had one car over 
$100,000 this year," he said. 
"But 98 percent are in the 
under-$100,000 category." 
It's a formula that's working 
for him. While some mar
kets have cooled, the Silver 
auction is experiencing big 
growth. 

"We picked up buyers from 
all over the country," he said. 
"I think the musclecar mar
ket has been static now for 
two full years. I think we've 
hit a plateau. Some people 
are disappointed that a 
musclecar they bought a few 
years ago hasn't increased 
in value, but they're holding 
their own, and that's good." 

Silver also has his eyes on a 
few select musclecars that he 
feels are poised for a positive 

This numbers-matching '69 Firebird convertible, with fresh paint and an original interior, sold at 
the Silver auction for $ZZ,OOO. Affordable muscle is a hallmark of Silver auctions. 

Billed as a "tribute" W-30, this '70 Olds 4-4-2 brought $30,000 at the Silver auction. Mitch 
Silver believes that tribute-or clone-cars aren't bringing the prices they did even a year ago. 

move soon. "I think Mach ls 
were a missed musclecar for 
quite a while. Q-and R-code 
Mach ls have been strong, 
but smaller engines, I think, 
have been overlooked, and I 
think they will steadily go up." 

Blue chips like the '67-'69 
Camaros are good as gold. 
"All generations like them," 
Silver said confidently. "They 
span all the age groups-the 
guys who grew up with them, 
grandkids, girls. Everybody 
wants them." 

Clones, or tribute cars as 
Silver prefers to call them, 
have done a big about-face 
from the heights they hit a 
couple of years ago, led by 
latter-day Hemi E-Bodies. 

"The $125,000 to 
$175,000 prices have faded, 
but I think you can still get 
$100,000 out of those cars." 

He also noted that last-
gen Shelbys have softened, 
as evidenced by their non
appearance at the auctions. 
When prices fall, owners are 
reluctant to sell. When they're 
through the roof, cars that 
weren't for sale suddenly are. 

Silver concluded with a 
thought that every seller and 
bidder should take to heart: 
"You gotta look at this as 
a hobby. How much money 
did you make last year fish
ing? Bowling? Golfing? It's a 
hobby. Even if you use just a 
little bit of sound judgment, 
you can enjoy the musclecar 
hobby and spend very little 
that you won't eventually 
get back." MCR 

Newly Hot: Bench-seat 
musclecars, small-block 
Mach ls 

Staying Hot: First-gen 
Camaros 
Cooling Off: Tribute cars, 
'69-'70 Shelbys with 
automatics 
Great Buy Now: GTOs 

Sources 

Barrett-Jackson Auction 
Company 
480/421-6694 
www.barrett-jackson.com 

RM Auctions 
519/352-4575 
www.rmauctions.com 

Russo and Steele 
602/252-2697 
www.russoandsteele.com 

Silver Auctions 
800/255-4485 
509/326-4485 
www.sllverauctions.com 
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SEMA ACTIQ,N 
NETWORK: 

FRIENDS IN 
HIGH PLACES 

You don't have to be in Congress 
to have influence on the laws that 
affect our hobby. Find out more 
at www.semasan.com. 

Because it doesn't get a lot of coverage 
on the nightly news, you'd be surprised 
at the number of car guys (and gals) 
in Washington, D.C. and state capitals 
around the country working on behalf 
of hobbyists like yourself. These are 
senators, congressional representatives 
and state legislators who, as enthusiasts, 
are interested in protecting and expanding 
our hobby. It means we have friends in 
high places on Capitol Hill and in your 
state capitols. 

In Washington, D.C., nearly 100 U.S. 
Senators and Representatives have 
joined the Congressional Automotive 
Performance and Motorsports Caucus, 
which was formed to recognize the 
contributions this industry and lifestyle 
have made to the U.S. economy. 
Additionally, some 120 state legislators 
belong to the State Automotive 
Enthusiast Leadership Caucus, a 
bi-partisan group of state lawmakers 
whose common ground is a love and 
appreciation for automobiles. These 
Caucus members have created new 
programs and amended existing laws 
- on issues ranging from registration 
classifications to emissions test 

exemptions - in an effort to keep our 
hobby thriving in all 50 states. 

Now, here's where you come in: Join the 
SEMA Action Network and help show 
your support for these hobby-friendly 
lawmakers. By joining the SAN you will 
also receive timely notices regarding 
hobby-oriented legislation. Armed with 
this information, you can lobby your 
local and federal representatives - some 
of whom may be Caucus members 
- to fight for our rights. If your state or 
federal legislator is not a member, we 
encourage you to pass this information 
along to them. 

For more information on current 
legislation, as well as a complete list 
of Caucus members, visit the SAN 
Website at www.semasan.com. 

AN 
PROMOTING UGISl.ATlvt .SOLUTIONS 

FOil THf Avro HOHY 

www.semasan.com 
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